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Director's Note
"What are these / So wither'd and so wild in their attire, / That look not like the inhabitants

o' the earth, / And yet are on't?"
 

 What happens when the natural & the supernatural collide? When evil & darkness infect a
community’s environment? Treehouse Shakespeare Ensemble’s Macbeth asks those very
questions. Moreover, we strive to ask these questions within the greater community of the
play - the people of Scotland. By shining light on these smaller, but just as vital characters,
we hope to showcase a Macbeth that not only fills the stage with magic and excitement,

but also provides hope and restoration at the end of this famous tragedy. 
 

 The “popular” elements of Macbeth - its rich poetry, the bloody deeds, and the witchy
scenes - draw audiences in. Our view of the play also offers the possibility of rebirth

represented in the loyal Thanes of Scotland. Amidst the story of a tyrant seizing the throne,
a community thrown into disarray works together to put things right. In the play's fourth

act, Macduff warns of the dangers of inaction in the face of evil: "Bleed, bleed poor
country! Great tyranny, lay thou thy basis sure, For goodness dare not check thee." Only

through the actions of the good can evil be defeated.
. 

As we share this production with the Staunton community & the wider educational
communities around us, we hope to offer new audiences an exciting introduction to the
world of Shakespeare. We love this play & hope all of our audiences, near & far, find as

much joy & magic in this production as we have. We invite you to a Macbeth full of sound
& fury, & perhaps some unearthly screeches here & there. 

Dramaturgy Note 
 We began our dramaturgical exploration of this play with two simple questions. Our first

is, “How can Macbeth be about more than just Macbeth?” The question reflects the core of
Treehouse Shakespeare’s ideology: we are an ensemble— for our identity to appear in the
work, the work must be built around the ensemble. In cutting the play, the solution was —

paradoxically — expansion. TSE has a vested interest in exploring & enlarging the inner
lives of every character (even seemingly minor ones) until they, themselves, take up just

as much space on the page & in our minds as Macbeth, himself. The story of our play is, of
course, about that murderous king of Scotland, but why should that mean it can’t also be
about Lennox? Or Ross? These characters are vital to Macbeth’s journey, & in a 60-minute
cut they occupy the stage almost as much as he does. Care for the experiential goals of

our company members is also care for those of our audiences.
 

 Our second guiding question is, How can our production be accessible to audiences of
every age?” One of our methods was the pursuit of clarity in the one-shot characters who
appear in Act 5. For example: Siward, the Earl of Northumberland, plays a vital role in the

final act of this play, but his arrival is late, barely explained, & opaque to many audiences.
To clarify this character & his importance — & endow him with a clear, visible motivation in

the spirit of our first question — we’ve moved his first entrance forward by an entire act.
From the moment we began cutting the script, our dramaturgical work manifested as

advocacy for the company, audience & story. TSE places a lot of emphasis on access to
live theatre, & some of the most major determinants of accessibility are affordances for

understanding & appreciation.
 

Our production of Macbeth explores the conciliation of ambition & peace, corruption &
hope. In producing & performing this show, we seek to reconcile our practices with our

values.
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